Marsh has established an international reputation for creating and delivering the proven solutions businesses need for item identification and shipping that leave lasting impressions.

From stenciling and taping to coding, marking and ink solutions, depend on the wide range of Marsh products and resources when you are ready to make your mark on your industry.

**Tape Dispensers + Markers**

**MANUAL WATER ACTIVATED TAPE DISPENSERS**

**No Frills. All Performance.**

These high-performance hand tapers make it fast and easy to seal boxes and other containers. Available in a variety of options and designed for multiple applications, these tapers are always ready when you need them most.

**ELECTRIC WATER ACTIVATED TAPE DISPENSERS**

**Versatile Performance at Your Fingertips.**

The state-of-the-art, electronically driven, TD2100 Electric tape dispenser was designed with ease of operation and dependability in mind. All models feature a tactile keypad with repeat keys for short and long tape lengths. Ideal for sealing same size cartons! Random/Continuous feature built in for cartons of various sizes, LCD display of programmed lengths.

**900 SERIES TAPE DISPENSERS**

**Smooth Performance Under Pressure.**

Our complete selection of proven pressure sensitive tapers are adaptable to a wide variety of applications to meet your specific needs. When it matters most, depend on the tapers and taping products that are always ready when the pressure is on.

**M88FX AND M99 MARKERS**

**Make a Bold Impression.**

For making a strong impression, wet, long-lasting marker ink withstands the rigors of even the most demanding applications and environments. Built specifically for industrial use, the outstanding quality of every Marsh Shipping Supply Co. product far surpasses any other marker available.
MANUAL STENCILING:  
HAND-OPERATED STENCIL MACHINES


Now the power to cut and create high-profile stencils designed for your specific applications is in the palm of your hand. Our hand-operated stencil machines are built for the long run and help to make the stenciling process fast, easy – and effective.

ELECTRONIC STENCILING:  
STENCIL EXPRESS CUTTING SYSTEM


This computer-driven electronic stencil cutting system for industrial settings, features advanced software designed to meet your diverse stenciling requirements. The powerful software program runs directly from your PC and requires minimal training.

APPLICATORS: ROLLER AND PAD SYSTEM,  
FOUNTAIN ROLLERS, FOUNTAIN BRUSH

Leave Lasting Impressions.

Marsh Fountain Rollers and Brushes can help you make quick work of the stenciling process by delivering ink impressions on a variety of surfaces without fading or flooding. Easy to use and affordable, our rollers and ink pads come in several sizes and can be used with Rolmark and efi inks. Depend on these hard-working products for a productive stenciling experience, every time.

STENCIL INKS:  
SPRAY, ROLMARK, K STENCIL INK

Make Your Mark.

Marsh Stencil Inks come in a variety of colors and formulas depending on your needs. Marsh Rolmark Stencil ink is designed for use on both Porous and Non-Porous surfaces such as steel, rubber, plastic, glass, metal and pipes. Marsh K Stencil Ink is designed for use on Porous surfaces such as paper, corrugated, and wood. Marsh Spray Stencil ink is designed for those needs that a roller or brush cannot handle.